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Roxanne Maher

From: Kevin J. Dombrowski

Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2023 5:18 PM

To: Nicole Cruz; Town Council Group

Subject: Re: Responding to Concerns Regarding LYL Football Micros

Nicole,
Thank you for reaching out, and I note that your email echos the comments you made at the last Town Concil meeting.
While I will concider your recommendation, I am unsure what role the Council can play other than having a discussion
expressing the concerns that you mention, but will ask the Comuntity Relations committee reach out to LYL to discuss
further.

Thanks
Kevin Dombrowski

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android

From: Nicole Cruz <msphoenixcruz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2023 4:56:28 PM
To: Town Council Group <TownCouncil@ledyardct.org>
Subject: Fwd: Responding to Concerns Regarding LYL Football Micros

Good afternoon,

I am writing to the Town Council to address concerns had by multiple parents regarding the Ledyard Youth Football
League (LYL). There seems to be flaws in the ways in which concerns are addressed and resolved. You can find a laundry
list of troubling behavior in more detail in my email to the league (that I have yet to receive a response to) below. What
we stand for as the Ledyard football 'family' looks great on paper and meaningful in theory, however, the same codes
are overlooked in practice. As I have already spent a considerable amount of time advocating for our own children as
well as others, I will simply add some bullet points as support for as to why I have found some actions/inactions to be
questionable, what I would like clarification on, and to highlight the vast differences between what we espouse to
embody as a community as opposed to what has been occurring. Given counselor Ingalls' recent email sent to the TC as
well as the Director of Parks and Rec and Superintendent of LPS regarding practice cancellations due to rain, I assume
that the TC would be equally as invested in the wellbeing of all of our children, especially per the LYL mission statement
which can be found in the LYL Constitution:
"To develop and administer a Youth Football program that will contribute to the emotional and physical well-being of
the youth of the Ledyard community. In doing so, LYL will strive to recruit and maintain the maximum number of
players and participants as possible. LYL will comply with all Town of Ledyard Ordinances. The LYL shall adopt and
adhere to all by laws of the Southern New England Youth Football Conference, (SNEYFC)."

1. "GOVERNMENT A. League activities shall be governed by the Executive Board. The actions and decisions of the Board
shall be open to review at any regular or special general meeting of the membership and may be repealed by three-
fourths vote of the members present. Any member of the Executive Board may be subject to a vote for removal from
office by the remaining members of the Executive Board for the following reasons: B. Any violation of the LYL Code of
Ethics; conduct unbecoming of an elected member including embarrassing or immoral action, violent, threatening
and/or abusive language toward players, coaches, or any league official. C. All actions and decisions must be in the best
interest of the youth participants and consistent with SNEYFC rules, regulations, and policies." (LYL Constitution)
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*I began making my own edits which are highlighted

2. "Jess discussed the miscommunication between her, Josh, the Seniors for a fundraising idea. Seniors went and posted
on social media of a Warmup gear as a fundraiser. The idea was to ensure that the whole team was uniformed warm up
gear, and the raised money will go to getting all players the same gear. This was not vetted with the executive board.
The Logo is that from the Ledyard booster club which opens copyright issues. Board concurs that LYL has no affiliation
with the warmup gear and all fundraising will go through the LYL Executive board via VP of Fundraising and Concessions
and will be voted by the general members at a general meeting. Anthony recommends for Jess to reach out to Josh and
agreed to support ensuring he understands the LYL stands." (LYL June 2023 general meeting)

3. "July General meeting amended from the 4th to the 11th due to Independence day." (LYL June 2023 general meeting)

4. "Discussion: Dan is stepping down as VP due to scheduling. He will stay on until a new VP is appointed. Dan suggests
that VP not be a coach as it could be a conflict of interest with parents." (LYL December 2022 general meeting)

5. "Matt asked about the roof that was supposed to be done in August, Tommy said that we couldn’t do it in August due
to the football games the roofing company came back with maybe Nov but we haven’t heard from them since. Anthony
mentioned that JWL/GFS are going to bid for a new roof and maybe we can tack on to their quote for the concession
stand." (LYL January 2023 general meeting)

6. "Article 7 Section C was changed from:

C. Head Coaches and Assistants must attend clinics at the discretion of the Vice President of Football.

And will now read

C. Assistants are appointed by the Head Coach as required. Head Coaches are responsible and
accountable for the actions of their assistants in accordance with the SNEYFC football code of ethics.
Assistant coaches are required to attend the majority of league activities to include practices and
games at the discretion of the Head Coach. Failure of the assistant to meet this requirement can lead
to the denial or removal of assistant coaching duties." (LYL January 2023 general meeting)

7. "*Bylaws: Tommy mentioned that he will be setting up 2 meeting for the month of March since we didn’t have one
for Feb. (LYL March 2023 general meeting)

8. "o Matt said that we have to pay for Foxwoods and Joshua’s Limosine since they are donating a scoreboard." (LYL

April 2023 general meeting)

9. "Anthony made a motion to appoint Matt to Vice President of Football Operations since Dan stepped down." (LYL April 2023 general
meeting)

10. "We discussed that any communications will need to be sent to our league email that the board can see and discuss
with each other instead of to individual board members." (LYL May 2023 general meeting)

I am requesting that Ledyard TC/Community Relations Committee offer assistance in finding some meaningful
resolution. From my point of view, certain smaller groups/individuals within LYL have allowed roles to be defined by
personal relationships/desires rather than what is best for our children. Of course one apple can spoil the bunch when
no one is picking them out. For our family, this has evolved into us pulling both of our players (one of them being the
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only girl who plays for Ledyard). I have witnessed how safety is not a top priority, but rather, winning is. One coach in
particular was yelling "I told him it's OK. It's time to rock and roll!" as I came to my son's aid after suffering an injury
during a game. Thankfully, my son was refusing to go back in as I could see the pain in his face from the bleachers. His
injury turned out to be a hairline fracture in his growth plate in his dominant hand. I am grateful for him knowing better
even when his coach did not, as I can only assume the injury could have been worse if he attempted to resume playing.
This same coach chose to leave a comment under a Cheer post regarding the purchasing of jackets, stating "we need to
practice yall". For context, practice was being cancelled at that time due to the heat index and because some of our
cheerleaders would be entering back into JWL after spending their day there in the same unbearably hot building. I
make these last points in an effort to inform TC that not everyone volunteers for the same or rights reasons and our
children are the ones who continue to suffer from it. My kids would love nothing more than to rejoin their teams, but I
cannot do so under the current leadership of the Micros and until other safety/well-being concerns are adequately
addressed. I can appreciate diversity in coaching styles but not at the expense of my children. No family should carry the
burden of those who refuse to act in accordance with their own rules and expectations.

During the last TC meeting a conversation was overheard by two counselors wherein one stated to the other "tell them
to grow a pair"; I am urging you rather to grow some empathy for families that are needlessly suffering.

Thank you,
Nicole Cruz-Glacken

P.S. We also have a Micro cheerleader so my husband and I have already been trying to figure out how to navigate those
games in a way that will not further hurt her sister since she will be cheering for her former teammates. If this game isn't
about the children and their overall healthy development, then who/what is it about?

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Nicole Cruz <msphoenixcruz@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Sep 18, 2023 at 5:13 PM 
Subject: Re: Responding to Concerns Regarding LYL Football Micros
To: Ledyard Youth League Football <ledyardyouthleaguefootball@gmail.com>

Respectfully, I believe this response is unacceptable and inappropriate given the details of each set of parent’s concerns.
These issues have BEEN ongoing and have impacted our children, whole families, and coaching staff. How could we not
take this personally? Our children should be the number one priority of all the adults in the room. If one of our children
was behaving in a manner that required parent intervention, I think we would be expected to get involved and work
with the coach on some resolution. However, when we as parents have bravely come forward with legitimate concerns,
we have been met with vagueness and passivity. We were stood up at a LYFL meeting where both the president and vice
president were absent and left the rest of the board holding the bag. Having the continual need to assess the current
situation has led me to believe that some are just trying to avoid confrontation or save face. It is inevitable that those
who choose leadership positions will have to make reasonable decisions that may sometimes be difficult ones to make.
This comes with the territory. Taking on such positions shouldn’t double as a way to be seen or in an effort to pursue
personal or political ambitions. Even the appearance of that potentially being an intention is enough to cast a shadow of
doubt. Now that we are being asked to basically just get over it, I will make no effort to conceal that I feel like I and
other parents are being taken for a ride. We were never even given the courtesy of attending a rescheduled meeting. I
had to go as far as speaking on this matter at last night’s BOE meeting. I find it insulting that the chair of that body, who
also doubles as the president of LYFL took the time to read policy regarding “personal attacks” during the
aforementioned meeting. The message that is heard loud and clear is: we the people should have no standard of
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accountability for those who choose the roles that require them to act in a manner that would then cause us to have
faith in those same people we entrust our children with. We may not know you personally, and that is the initial step of
faith we take when we allow you to have influence over our children. When that faith is depleted due to our trust

continually being broken, and effective action is not taken, it is a dismissive act of gaslighting to ask us to have "trust

and faith in our league".

I began writing this email in response to the email sent to us from LYFL and prior to and since then (a matter of a week)
there have been other troubling situations that have occurred. This includes and may not be limited to what I will
further share. It was agreed upon between the HC and parents willing to volunteer their time and resources to make a
banner for our first home game. Our team mom and another mother who was already volunteering with concessions
were working to have all of the kids sign the banner that they would run through when being announced onto the
playing field prior to the start of the game. Upon the 25 minutes late arrival of HC and his son (also our qb), the two
moms attempted to signal the player over to sign the banner, at which point HC began to yell at him to get on the field.
At that time, the mother who ran down from concession to help with the banner attempted to inform HC that they were
only trying to include the player by asking him to sign his name. HC then began to yell at them exclaiming something to
the effect of "my kid doesn't listen to you, my kid listens to me!" Perhaps this explains why when our qb ("his kid") was
told how much his purchase from a fundraiser (a local business donated food) was, he responded by asking "do you
know who I am?". Furthermore, this same player was approached by my daughter during practice last Thursday when
she was forced to advocate for herself because there are plays designed in which she is a receiver, however, she doesn't
get thrown the ball. Out of frustration (even though there are adults on the field), she asked him if he doesn't see her
when she's wide open and for some reason had to remind him that she's a receiver as well. He then condescendingly
asked her if she was indeed a receiver and when she replied "yes", he laughed at her. This was in part why I chose to
approach HC along with coaches Travis and Chris M. following said practice. I would like those holding seats on the
board to explain to me how it is that we can put expectations in writing that we expect our kids to be held accountable
to when they have a HC that is the embodiment of all that is antithetical to the morals we claim to be instilling in them.

My daughter was visibly upset when I picked her up from practice last week due to what I stated above. Initially, she told
me that she was irritated bc HC will ask the team questions like "are you going to go home and play video games?" or
"will you eat junk food and drink soda?", and if just one player answers yes (which happened numerous times), they are
all made to run. I hope you can see how this is an unnecessary frustration being experienced by our children who
continually show up for their team due to the fact that they are being coached by someone who uses valuable practice
time to create situations wherein he takes the opportunity to hand out punishments being disguised as hard work or
team comradery building. At this time, I also request that the Board relay to all teams that parents have the expectation
for practice to end as posted on our schedules. The children do not transport themselves to practice, and if we're asked
to respect the time of others then that should be a two way street, and I for one do not expect to sit in the parking lot
for any longer than it takes for my kids to walk off of the field and remove their gear. We have families, jobs, and other
responsibilities too. Friday's practice ended with the Micros on the hill with the "L". There they were given a lecture by
HC. This talk included the children being told that winning is all that matters and being told they need to ignore "the
noise" coming from parents in the stands because he will "handle it" and they should only be listening to him. These
children are clearly more self-aware than their HC as is evidenced by them expressing concern for Bella after suffering
from heat exhaustion and recognizing that their own HC gave her no recognition. As many of them are equally as aware
of the current toxicity spreading through their team and that some of their own parents are still and have actively been
pursuing appropriate resolutions, it is one of the greatest acts of disrespect for an adult to use our children as an
audience to convey just how much disregard he has for their parents. Yet, the HC recently provided us with an email
with documents attached wherein one rule is that players are expected to have respect for all adults, and most
importantly their families. Continuing on the same night, HC also took the opportunity to have a soap box moment,
again with our children as unwilling participants being forced to listen to their HC air his grievances regarding LYFL. What
started out as some sort of history lesson about the "L" turned into a speech about what LYF used to be, how
somewhere along the way something happened (went wrong), and that they (the Micros) were going to be the team to
get it back to what is used to be/fix it. It is highly inappropriate for our children to be used in this way and is not even a
matter of football but now about a larger issue of our children being influenced by an adult whose intentions are
severely misguided and those with the authority to take action on their behalf allowing this to continue.
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When I approached the coaches on Thursday I began by stating multiple times "I am coming to you as a mother". After
asking if my child was safe with them and if I could trust them with my daughter, I was unable to get much else in. As I
continued to speak the HC began speaking simultaneously, and when it was evident that this was not clear
communication in action, I stated that "I am not going to yell, and I'm not going to speak over you" as I had no choice
but to elevate my voice in an effort to be heard. Eventually, I walked away after a very brief moment of silence when the
HC asked me what my concerns were. As I began to express my concern over "shadiness" he stated that he doesn't
involve himself in shadiness and said as a matter of fact that the events transpiring on the field are in fact not. This was
just after I had the conversation with my daughter about the excessive punishments and being disregarded as a receiver,
so as I was walking away I asked him "how do you know?. I then stated that the issue was a failure in leadership and the
behavior amongst players on and off the field are a direct result of poor behavior from adults trickling down. This is not
an influence that I can continue to allow to have such a negative impact on my child. Although he has stated in the past
that he does not engage in petiness, this sentiment could not be anything further from a continuation of lies and the
ongoing manipulation of the Micros team to elevate his own self interests, including elevating his own children. As
stated in a previous email, my daughter (Bella), was back-up qb last season and qb'd all of the B games on her own. This
year, she is not qb'ing at all and neither is she being given any play time during B games to work on other
underdeveloped skills. The team as a whole completes significantly less reps during practice than the Juniors and
Seniors. This is due to lack of planning and poor time management. Not only are the Micros losing out on valuable
practice time but individual players are being slighted when they appear to pose a threat to the positions of preferred
players. As in the additional case of another player being denied the opportunity to even hold the position of qb when
their parent advocated for their child to have a fair chance at competing for the role. Apparently, everyone's position is
theirs to lose except for the HC's kid.

For the record, I have made every attempt to avoid naming or otherwise identifying any children, other than my own, as
there is something about doing so that feels inherently wrong to me. However, in alignment with the typical behavior
exemplified by the Micros HC, his further infractions serve as a catalyst to feeling all but forced to speak on specific
matters that I never intended to. The lack of transparent and meaningful decisions being made has created an
environment that calls for further action to be taken by those, like myself, who had faith that these matters would be
addressed properly. I am dismayed that to the contrary, the process of pursuing resolution has been obstructed. Parents
should have been notified as soon as it was made known that both the LYFL President and VP would not be in
attendance during the 9/7/23 (what turned out not to be) meeting. I would think that a President, especially one who
also serves as the Chair of Ledyard BOE, would know and therefore officially cancel the meeting and subsequently
reschedule another. Instead, I and other parents are still waiting for the opportunity to address and hear from the board
as a whole and officially. To my knowledge, the VP refused to act in an attempt to avoid getting involved in "in-fighting"
but has not officially resigned. Does LYFL have a VP? If so, why is it acceptable to refuse to act according to the
responsibilities of VP and still hold the position? If not, is there an active search for a new VP so that the business of the
board can continue without prolonged delay? It seems apparent that this is being put off with hope that it just goes
away.

For all of the reasons that I have made plain, not including those I don't have the energy to revisit yet again, along with
the unresolved complaints made by other parents...my husband and I have decided to pull Bella from LYFL. It has been a
painstaking process to arrive at this decision that we know will break her heart. We've tried to navigate how to keep our
child both happy and healthy in what has proven to be an impossible situation. I cannot continue to leave my child in the
hands of someone who has proven his lack of respect and empathy for her and our family. I cannot so easily have trust
and faith in an ineffective system characterized by secrecy, alliances, fear and threats. I do not have confidence in an
organization that in part refuses to take action based on threats made by anyone. I have first hand knowledge of the
Micros HC making threats that include but are not limited to stating that if he goes then he will take "his people" with
him. He has conveyed via text that he believes that the situations at hand simply come down to how much "influence"
he has and has made clear that any time there is an attempt to hold him accountable for his actions, he will hurl threats
and inevitably avoid accountability. He has been proven to be successful to that end. For that reason and all of the
others, we are also pulling our son CJ from Seniors. Lastly, I feel that you all should know what this will look like for our
family. We still have to have these conversations with Bella and CJ. Undoubtedly, we will have to deal with our
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daughter's hard feelings when she's reminded of what she's lost when she plays football with her former teammates
during recess. I have already decided to keep her home on Friday since it will be the first time she would have to be
faced with seeing her former teammates in school wearing their game jerseys. Perhaps the board should consider
informing the parents of Micros on the loss of their teammate as I know their children will have questions/comments
and they can be better prepared to have that conversation with them, as opposed to mine being bombarded in school
and left to deal with those interactions as well. Fortunately, I feel comfortable with and trust Bella's teacher and the
military child support staff (who I have to inform) to provide her with the extra support that has been made necessary to
seek. Speaking of my daughter being an active duty military dependent, one of the last things the HC referred to my
husband as (as HC was 'firing' him) was a "transplant". I'd like to take a moment to remind our community that us
"transplants" and our families are specifically living in Ledyard, CT and neighboring towns due to military orders that we
work our entire lives around. How many children does he coach that are "transplants"? Is it safe to assume that half of
this battle is won by knowing he thinks of my daughter as a disposable "transplant", and may therefore explain his lack
of empathy for a 9 year old child who has dedicated herself to this sport in a more honorable way than he ever has?
Take a good look around during our next home game when former and current military service members stand at
attention as they face the flag, and you will easily be able to identify all of the "transplants".

I'm not apologizing for but do acknowledge that this is a lengthy email, and as such, I have no desire to proof read one
more time since this has taken up a majority of my day. If I have been redundant or unclear in any way that leaves room
for clarification, please feel free to reach out to me. I only have authority over my children, but you all are charged with
ensuring the safety and wellbeing of all of those that remain under the leadership of the Micros HC. I pray that you find
it in your hearts to do what is best for them and their families, as we have had to do for ours.

Nicole Cruz-Glacken
516-362-8426

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 12, 2023, at 10:45 PM, Ledyard Youth League Football
<ledyardyouthleaguefootball@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Parents,

First and foremost, as the LYL Executive Board we feel that every child in our program is a
valuable member of the league. We strive to create an environment for all children to thrive
and learn the game of football as well as the valuable life lessons that can be taught through
the sport that can empower your child(ren) throughout the rest of their lives. We strive as a
league to create the family environment that fosters a lifelong bond with their teammates and
the league that we see through many of the families that return with their children as well as in
official capacities to help continue the legacy that they themselves were a part of while also
welcoming new members into the Ledyard Football family.

The LYL Executive Board met on multiple occasions inclusive of 06Sep23 to thoroughly review
the issues that have been raised regarding our Micros program and the information that was
provided. Our Vice President of Football has met with or spoken to a number of parents in
regards to the issues and concerns that have been raised. The feedback, issues raised and
concerns received via email, the general forum that was held on 07Sep23 and other methods of
correspondence and discussion both public and private in nature. The LYL Executive Board has
thoroughly vetted the above and solicited parents and coaches independently for additional
feedback. Any additional correspondence received since that time, as of this email, have also
been reviewed and acknowledged. It is our role and responsibility as a board to take in this
information, provide a thorough investigation, gather additional insights and feedback – and
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finally to reach a fair and balanced decision regardless of any personal emotions on a given
subject.

Following the review of the information that has been provided to the board, the board has
agreed unanimously on the recommended approach and guidance has been issued to the
Micros coaching staff via the Head Coach. This direction provided included the clear
expectations of the league and the Executive Board in regards to immediate actions that need
to be taken, inclusive of a parents meeting to provide clear communication regarding approach
to coaching, approach to playing time, communication with parents and team members and
more. As a league, we strive for ongoing, frequent and open communication between our Head
Coaches and the parents and that this communication take place via parent meetings and
electronic communications. We have provided the tools in place to help facilitate this
communication across the league and on a team by team basis.

As valued members of the Ledyard Youth League family, we hope and trust that a time to move
forward and heal can be sought from all parties including trust and faith in our league.

Sincerely,

LYL Executive Board


